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FULTON CENTER TRANSIT HUB RELIES ON MATCHED FIRERATED AND NON-FIRE-RATED CURTAIN WALL SYSTEMS FROM
TGP FOR A LIGHT-FLOODED SPACE

Project: Fulton Center transit hub
Location: New York City
Architect: Grimshaw Architects
Glazing Contractor: Enclos
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When New York City was planning one of the first subways in the U.S. in the 1800s, a very real challenge was
convincing people that going underground would be safe and pleasant. If those subterranean-fearing Victorian
era Gothamites could see Manhattan’s Fulton Center transit hub opened in late 2014, they would be amazed
at the light-filled, wide open space. In describing the Fulton Center, commuter Dave Palmieri told the New York
Daily News, “The light pouring in is just incredible. It’s a real modern gem. Spatially, it’s like Grand Central.”
Located in the Lower Manhattan Financial District, the 180,000 sq ft (16,700 m2) Fulton Center integrates
five subway stations served by nine subway lines, and includes retail and office space. The Metropolitan
Transportation Authority predicts the center will serve as many as 300,000 transit riders daily.
A defining visual feature of the Fulton Center is a 53 ft. (16 m) diameter glass oculus (Latin for “eye”) that
streams light into a grand atrium. Beneath the oculus is the “Sky Reflector Net,” an artwork by James Carpenter
Design Associates, Grimshaw Architects and Arup with 952 perforated aluminum panels that transmit sunlight
110 ft. (34 m) down into the Fulton Center’s lowest levels.
Within the grand atrium is a two-level circular enclosed space that will house restaurants and retail. Matching
the curve of the oculus, some members of the project team affectionately call this space the “doughnut.” To keep
with the light-filled aesthetic of the rest of the Fulton Center, the designers wanted this space to be glazed to
allow in light from the oculus and Sky Reflector Net.
Designing and installing the glazed curtain walls for the doughnut required overcoming several complexities.
In addition to its curved form, the doughnut’s walls also slant upward to match the angle of the oculus, which
creates an inverted plane. To successfully achieve this design, Technical Glass Products (TGP) worked with the
project team to develop custom captured horizontal steel mullions that fit the distinctive shape, for a flush and
plumb surface appearance, with adequate spacing between each curtain wall segment.
Another challenge of the project was matching the aesthetics of the fire-rated curtain walls on the doughnut’s
upper level and in a prominent elevator core with the non-fire-rated curtain wall system on the doughnut’s lower
level. To achieve a seamless aesthetic, the designers chose TGP’s matched curtain wall systems.
To create matching curtain walls in the Fulton Center, TGP used steel framing members. Steel frames can be
formed from tubes, instead of sheets, and shaped in an extrusion-like process that allows for a wide range of
narrow mullion profiles. Because the same manufacturing method can be applied to fire-rated frames using
steel back members, it was possible for the fire-rated curtain wall (Fireframes® Curtainwall Series frames) to
match the slender frame profiles of the non-rated system (SteelBuilt Curtainwall® System).

MATCHED SYSTEMS:
A UNIFORM LOOK
For many years, fire-rated window,
door and curtain wall frames
were bulky-wrap around affairs.
Although functional in blocking
fire and keeping people safe,
they lacked the sleek aesthetic
commonly available with non-firerated frames.
The problem for many architects
was that it was impossible to
achieve a visual match between
fire-rated frames and other
framing systems within a building.
TGP has been a pioneer in offering
solutions to this design challenge.
From diverse projects such as
an expansion of the Art Institute
of Chicago to New York City’s
Fulton Center transit hub, TGP
has worked with building teams to
develop matched glazing systems.
Now, TGP offers multiple fire-rated
frames with sharp, crisp corners
and the slender look of non-firerated frames.
TGP’s product development
specialists have developed several
complementary framing systems,
including:

“Because the interior spaces are flooded with light, a crucial part of the design aesthetic was glazed curtain
walls with clean sightlines,” said Andrew Anderson, associate principal, Grimshaw Architects. “That’s easy
enough to achieve with non-rated curtain wall assemblies, yet TGP’s fire-rated curtain walls provide the same
crisp, modern look. Their technical expertise and service enabled us to achieve a matching look across the
curtain wall assemblies.”

• Fireframes® Curtainwall Series
fire-rated frames

Further maintaining the uniform appearance between the two systems, TGP worked with the design team to
develop fire-rated insulated glass units (IGUs) using Pilkington Pyrostop® glass with the same decorative
custom frit pattern used on the non-fire-rated glass.

• SteelBuilt Curtainwall® System
non-fire-rated frames

This project also had the logistical challenge of delivering materials at the right time and in the right way to the
crowded Lower Manhattan building site that has experienced vast redevelopment following the September 11,
2001, terrorist attacks. Tight coordination between TGP and the project team partners was crucial for successful
curtain wall completions.
For more information on the Fireframes Curtainwall Series and Pilkington Pyrostop, along with TGP’s other
specialty fire-rated glass and framing, visit www.fireglass.com. For more information on SteelBuilt Curtainwall
Systems, along with TGP’s other specialty architectural glass and framing, visit www.tgpamerica.com.

• Fireframes Aluminum Series
fire-rated frames

Designers can combine these
product lines with one another or
with other steel and aluminum
assemblies for a cohesive look.
For more information on a
matched system for your next
project, please contact TGP at
sales@fireglass.com.
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